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ABSTRACT 
ositive displacement (drilling) 

motors were tested on a dynamometer using water, aidmist, 
and foam. In conjunction with a traditional motor performance 
test, data were collected at 5000 samples per second using an 
adapted seismic data acquisition system. Shaft speed, torque, 
pressure, and three-axis vibration data were processed using 
Seismic Analysis Code (SAC) to obtain energy density 
spectrums (EDSs). Cascade plots were generated by plotting 
the EDSs against shaft speed. The cascade plots revealed 
that pressure pulses and motor vibrations are closely related 
to the eccentric rotation of the rotor in the power section. 
Excessive no-load vibrations were not observed in the small 
motors and test apparatus used; increasing torque usually 
decreases the amplitude of vibrations observed. Motor 
vibration amplitudes were as a rule not increased when 
compressible fluids were substituted for water. 

Three, Moineau principle, 

INTRODUCTION 
Reports from the field of low efficiencies and excessive 

vibration in positive displacement motors (PDMs) powered with 
compressible fluids inspired an investigation of the dynamic 
characteristics of PDM performance. One concern was that 
destructive vibration could be the result of a resonance 
caused by operating the PDM near a natural system 
frequency. Additionally, PDM efficiency is below theoretical 
estimates particularly for compressible fluids. It was 
suspected that a significant amount of input power is lost to 
vibrations and pressure fluctuations. Samuel (1 997) proposed 
the existence of a shock wave formed by the coalescence of 
compression waves initiated at the exit of the power section of 
the motor. This paper documents the dynamic characteristics 
of PDM performance and investigates the existence of 
mechanical and acoustical resonance. 

TEST STAND 
A diagram of a PDM and the instrumentation placement is 

shown in Fig. 1. The sensors and their associated data are 
referred to by the channel names listed in Table 1. Geophones 
measure the velocity of the sensor. The accelerometers were 
installed to record vibration frequencies above the geophones’ 
bandwidth. None were observed and the accelerometer data 
will not be discussed further. 

The test conditions are substantially different from field 
conditions. The results observed might be typical for the small 

diameter motors tested and may not be applicable to larger 
motors commonly used for drilling. Small motors are normally 
less efficient than standard size motors and would be 
expected to exaggerate power losses making detection and 
estimation more reliable. 

Three different rotor-stator power sections described in 
Table 2, were tested. The power sections were assembled to a 
common 5/8-inch diameter by 16-inch-long titanium flexible 
shaft, thrust and radial bearing assembly, and bit sub, to 
produce a complete PDM unit. The Mass Ratio column 
indicates the ratio of the mass of the eccentric rotor in the 
power section to the mass of the entire rotating shaft. 

TEST PROCEDURE 
High-data-rate testing was performed in conjunction with 

traditional PDM performance testing. The dynamic data were 
collected at 5000 samples per second on an adapted seismic 
data acquisition system. The steady state component was 
filtered out leaving only dynamic fluctuations. Steady state 
data were acquired at two samples per second on a separate 
data acquisition system, and the steady state performance 
analysis is summarized by Dreesen et al. (1999). 

The PDMs were tested at the approximate flow rates and 
conditions shown in Table 3. Typically, three tests were run at 
each rate: (1) a trial ramp test, with no high rate data 
acquisition, where the torque was increased smoothly from a 
no-load condition to a stall condition, (2) a repeat ramp test 
with high rate data taken, and (3) a step test at several 
constant torque values between and including no-load and stall 
conditions. Individual steps were stabilized and then a 30- 
second long, high data rate record was taken. The stabilized 
step test data were used for the pulsation and vibration 
analysis. 

High pass filters were set at 10 Hz to eliminate triplex 
water pump noise during water testing, and at 1 Hz to eliminate 
mist pump noise for the air and foam testing. Low pass anti- 
alias filters were set at 80% of the Nyquist frequency. 

FORCING FREQUENCIES 
A review of the literature was conducted in order to identify 

the underlying sources of vibration in rotating machinery and 
their effects. All references indicated that the vibration 
spectrums of rotating machinery are characterized by 
multiples of the rotary speed, where the different modes 
correspond to various possible source mechanisms as 
summarized in Table 4. 



Table 1. Instrumentation chart 

I P1 Pressure transducer Power section inlet - I Channel Sensor Location Orientation I I I 
P2 Pressure transducer Power section outlet - 
P3 Pressure transducer Bottom sub - 
A I  Accelerometer Top sub x-axis 

A2 Accelerometer Top sub y-axis 

A3 Accelerometer Top sub z-axis (axial) 

v1 Geophone Top sub x-axis 

v 2  Geophone Top sub y-axis 

v 3  Geophone Top sub z-axis (axial) 

v 4  Geophone Bottom sub x-axis 

v 5  Geophone Bottom sub y-axis 

Shaft speed Tape and Laser Bottom sub - 
Torque Dynamometer Bottom sub - 

Table 2. Motor configuration 
Motor Design Flukl OD Rotor : Stator Lobes Eccentricity Mass Ratio Stages 

#1 Mud 1 "its" 5 : 6  .07" 85% 5 

I I I I I 2 I #2 Air 134" 5 : 6  .075" 79% 

#3 Mud 1 V2" 1 : 2  .149" 74% 3 I I I I I I 
Table 3. Test conditions 

Water flow rate Alr flow rate Foamhnist nozzle 
(=W above top sub Motor Power fluid 

@P) 
#I Water 17, 25,35,42 0 

Water 18,26.34.43 0 
Air/mist .05 362 J 

#2 Air/mist .05 
Foam 4 J 

306,350 
350 

L 
Foam 4.5 362 

Aerated water 16 362 J 

Aerated water 16 362 
Water 16,23,34,41 0 

#3 Air/mist .05 273,368 J 

Foam 4 273,317,362 J 

Air/Mist .05 267,289,312,356 367 

Table 4. Vibration sources 
CaUSe Mode Direction Reference 

Eccentric rotation 1x radial (Ehrich. 1995) 
Parallel misalignment 2x  radial (Jones, 1998) 
Angular misalignment 2x  axial (Jones, 1998), (Xu & Marangoni, 1994) 

Flexible coupling 2x  radial, axial (Xu & Marangoni, 1994) 

Mass imbalance 1 x  radial (Jones, 1998), (Xu & Marangoni, 1994) 
Bent shaft 1 x  axial (Jones, 1998) 
Mechanical looseness lX, 2X, 3X, etc. radial, axial (Jones, 1998) 
Flow paths (number of paths))( radial, axial (Ling 8 Cao, 1997) 
Rubbing I 4 x  I radial, axial I (Oks et al., 1993) 
Spectral shii to stationary reference I +I- 1x I radial, axial I (Bengisu, 1994) - 



A PDM rotor undergoes two rotations in the manner of a 
planet gear: an eccentric rotation (rotation of the center of the 
planet gear) inside the stator (ring gear), and shaft rotation 
(precessing planet gear rotation). The flexible shaft (or 
coupling) and the bearing shaft are coupled directly to the rotor 
shaft, and rotate at the shaft rotation speed. The eccentric 
rotation speed is n times the shaft speed where n is the number 
of lobes on the rotor (Samuel 1997). 

Certain aspects of the design inherent to a PDM can be 
compared to faults in other rotating machines. The eccentric 
offset of the PDM rotor creates a misalignment; the eccentric 
rotation produces an imbalance; and the flexible shaft is 
designed to be bent. The fit of the rotor within the elastomer 
stator is analogous to mechanical bearing looseness. Due to 
the designed interference between the rotor and the stator 
some rubbing occurs. To produce a displacement volume, 
PDMs stators have one more lobe than the rotor. The number 
of stator lobes determines the number of flow paths formed per 
revolution: six cavities per rotation for a 5-lobe rotor and two 
cavities per rotation for a single-lobe rotor. 

Wachel et al. (1990) suggest cascade plot 
representations of the frequency spectra as a method of 
identifying natural frequencies in reciprocation machinery. A 
natural frequency of the system is identified when a resonance 
is observed (occurs) near a forcing frequency. 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 
Signal processing was performed using SAC. SAC is 

described as a general-purpose program designed to study 
sequential signals. Capabilities include general arithmetic 
operations, Fourier transforms, and graphics. SAC was chosen 
over other commercially available programs primarily because 
of experience with and technical support for the code within the 
Los Alamos work group. SAC was developed at Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory and complete information on 
SAC, including availability, can be found at http://www- 
ep.es.Ilnl.gov/tvp/sac. html. 

Cascade plot representations of the data were generated 
using SAC. The cascade plots differed from traditional 
cascade plots in that frequency spectra were not plotted 
versus the presupposed excitation. Instead, the spectral 
frequency was normalized by the excitation, usually the shaft 
rotation speed. For the stepped runs, the typical 30-second 
record for each channel was first cut from 1 second to 11 
seconds, so that the resolution was the same for each 
spectrum. Next, the mean was removed and a discrete Fourier 
transform was performed. The EDS was generated for each 
channel. Frequency scales of the EDS were normalized by 
shaft speed, and amplitude scales were corrected for 
transducer sensitivity and amplifier gain setting. This allowed 
direct comparison of measurements for various shaft speeds 
and transducers. 

Finally, a cascade plot was created by sorting several 
step tests by descending shaft rotation speed and plotting the 
EDSs for a given channel and test condition on the same chart 
(for example, see Fig 2.). The vertical scale on a cascade plot 

was set by the largest amplitude present. No-load runs were 
excluded because the largest amplitudes were usually several 
times larger than the amplitudes in the runs where torque was 
applied. Scaling for largest amplitude for no-load runs would 
have rendered the remaining amplitudes barely visible. 

RESULTS 
Multiples of shaft s peed  

Most of the data fell in the range from 10 to 500Hz. 
The most evident trend observed in the EDS data was that 

the largest peaks were integer multiples of the shaft speed. 
The modes of the largest peaks in descending order are shown 
in Table 5. A blank cell indicates that the next largest peak was 
relatively insignificant. Asterisks indicate that data were not 
recorded on the channel. 

The 5-lobe rotors had the strongest response at 5X the 
shaft speed. This is consistent with the fact that the rotor 
underwent eccentric rotation at 5X the shaft speed. The 
greatest centrifugal forces were generated at the eccentric 
rotation speed since the largest percentage of mass is in the 
rotor (as shown in Table 2.) and the eccentric rotation has the 
largest radius of gyration. 

The single-lobe rotor had the strongest responses at both 
1 X and 2X the shaft speed. The eccentricity of the single-lobe 
rotor is roughly twice the eccentricity of the 5-lobe rotors. The 
effect of this difference in misalignment could explain why the 
2X mode was more pronounced for the single-lobe rotor. 

The6X and 12X modes in the pressure data for motors #1 
and #2 may be related to the number of stator lobes or flow 
paths (six). However, there is no obvious explanation for the 
observed 6X mode in motor #3 which has two stator lobes. 

Cascade p lo t s  
Cascade plots were generated only for channels V1, V3, P1 

and P2. The patterns observed in the EDSs for V2, V4, and V5 
were constantly similar to those found for V1 and were not 
included in the analysis. P3 was missing for several runs and, 
where present, showed only 5, 6, and 1OX harmonics for the 5- 
lobe motors and 1 and 2X for the 1-lobe motor. 

A summary of the patterns observed in the cascade plots is 
illustrated in Table 6. The symbols used are defined in 
Explanation of Symbols at the bottom of Table 6. Generally 
amplitude decreases and frequency mode increases with 
decreasing motor speed. Table 6 describes the trends in this 
manner, and shows the relationship to increasing torque 
(mentioned later). 

Generally, amplitude increases and mode frequency 
decreases with increasing motor speed. Table 6 shows where 
this tendency was observed and also illustrates the numerous 
exceptions to this trend particularly in pressure channels. 
Decreasing shaft speed corresponds to increasing torque 
loading of the motor. The vibrations were consistently smallest 
at the highest torque applied. Application of torque increases 
the differential pressure and may tend to stiffen the stator. 

http://www


Table 5. Modes of the largest peaks in the EDS 

I I I W I v3 I Pi I p2 i 

5x w 6x 

1x w 3x 1x w 3x 8x 6x lox 
5x 6x 4x 

*** *** *** Airlmist wl nozzle 2x 1x w 1x 

Foam 4gpm 2x 1x w 1x 

# 3 .  *** *** *- Ai rlMist 
*** *** *** 

Table 6. Frequency and amplitude as function of speed 

I vi I \13 I Pi I P2 1 
Motor I Test condition I Amp I Freq I Amp I Freq I Amp I Freq I Amp I Freq 

# l I  Water l o 1  S I  * I  S I  0 1  S I  n I  S 

Water 0 S U S 8 e 8 S 

Aidmist w l  nozzle 0 8 0 0 0 S 

Air/mist I s 1  c 1 8 1  1 8 1  0 1 8 1  
#2 

Foam wl nozzle l u l  * I  0 1  e l  0 1  S I  0 1  e 
** Foam 0 S U S 0 S -  

Aerated H,O wl nozzle 0 S U 0 S U S 

Aerated H,O U U U e 0 9 

Water 0 S 8 8 s  U 
m I Air/mistw/nozzle I u I l u l  I o 1  9 I * * * I * - I  

** 8 0 8 S 8 S 
*** AirIMist 

** S *** Foam 4gPm U U c U 

Explanation of symbols: 
U 
0 
8 

Ampritode generally decreases with decreasing shaft speed. 
Amplrtude generally increases with decreasing shaft speed. 
Am@itude increases and then decreases with detmasing shaR speed. 
Frequency mode generally increases with decreasing shaff speed. 
Frequency mode generaly decreases ~4th decreasing shaft speed. 
Frequency mode dd  not shiff. 

*** Data not recorded. 

Pressure Dulses vs. vibration 
A qualitative comparison was made to determine if pressure 

pulses caused vibration. Vibration was considered to be 
related to pressure pulses if changes in amplitude and 

frequency mode, observed in the cascade plots for P1 and P2, 
were also seen in the cascade plots for V1 and V3. Only one of 
the twelve test conditions showed even a weak relationship 
between pressure pulses and vibration. An attempt was made 



to compare EDSs statistically, but we were unable to generate 
meaningful transfer functions or coherency functions using 
SAC. 

Motor 

#1 

P m  
P1 was compared to P2 in the same manner as in the 

comparison between pressure pulses and vibration. The EDSs 
in P1 and P2 were, on average, on the same order of 
magnitude. A relationship between I3 and P2 was exhibited in 
two of the twelve test conditions. 

Additionally, the patterns of peaks observed in the EDS 
for P2 did not support the existence of a shock wave in the 
flexible shaft housing. It should be noted, however, that P2 did 
not record data for a compressible fluid in motor #3, or for foam 
in motor #2. The theoretical frequencies for the pressure 
pulses produced by the triplex water pump were calculated but 
not observed in the EDSs for P1. 

Pressure Pressure 
co$:!m fluctuation DP'IP fluctuation DP*/P 

(Psi)' (psi)' 
Water 25 .034 7 .003 

Pressure fluctuation ranae 
A representative range of pressure fluctuation values was 

determined using the P1 data. The tests corresponding to 
highest and lowest peaks of the primary mode for a given 
cascade plot were identified. The largest amplitude was 
measured on the time series traces for those tests. All of the 
data for motor #2 with a compressible fluid, and much for motor 
#3, were corrupted by 60-Hz noise and were not analyzed. A 
summary of the results is shown in Table 7. 

#2 

#3 

Table 7. Pressure fluctuation range 
High LaW I I I I I 

Water 13 .013 12 ,011 

Water 40 .048 13 .012 

#3 

#3 

_ _ _ _ _ ~  ~ 

.038 NIA NJA nozzle 

AirImist 18 ,025 11 .018 

AirImist wl 23 

Peak to Peak pulsation amplitude 

Vibration Dower 
The power associated with the vibrations of the motors was 

calculated using the mass of the rotors. The largest power 
calculated was 5x1 O-''-hp. 

a 'son 
The motors were compared to each other by examining the 

data from runs where the conditions were most similar. 
Conditions were water at 42 gpm and low torque loading. The 
amplitudes of the largest peak in the EDSs for each of the five 

geophones were averaged for each motor. The average for 
motors #1 and #2 were on the same order of magnitude. The 
average for motor #3 was two orders of magnitude greater. 
Likewise, in motor #3 with the single-lobe rotor, the amplitudes 
of the largest peaks in the EDSs for P1 and P2 were two orders 
of magnitude greater than in motors #1 and #2, which were on 
the same order of magnitude. 

COmDreSSibh? vs. incompressible fluid 
Comparisons between air, water, and foam were carried out 

only on the data from motor #3 where shaft speed and torque 
were as close to the same as possible. As in the motor 
comparison, the average geophone EDS amplitude was 
calculated for each fluid. The averages for air, water, and foam 
were all on the same order of magnitude. The amplitude of the 
largest peak in the EDS for P1 with water as the power fluid was 
two orders of magnitude larger than for foam or air. The 
amplitudes for foam and air were approximately the same 
magnitude. P2 was not analyzed due to a lack of data. 

Natural svstem frequencies 
Many of the EDSs revealed large peaks not consistent with 

the trend for amplitude to decrease with speed. This may be 
indicative of a sub-component natural frequency. The 
frequencies of the inconsistent resonant peaks covered a wide 
range so specific natural frequencies could not be reliably 
attributed to specific sub-components. 

CONCLUSIONS 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  

6. 

The dynamic characteristics of PDMs are primarily a 
function of the eccentric rotation of the rotor. The 
various fluids tested showed little effect on the 
magnitude of the vibration or pulsation observed. 
The most energetic vibrations occur at no-load. 
Increasing torque effectively decreases vibration. 
Pressure pulsation energy sometimes increases with 
torque but this has little effect on-vibration. 
Neither the magnitude of pulsation nor the amplitude of 
the vibrations observed appear to justify the low 
efficiency of compressible-fluids-power motors. 
This preliminary analysis found insufficient pulsation 
amplitudes needed to support the shock wave 
phenomena proposed by Samuel (1 997). More testing 
and analysis are needed before this can be ruled out. 
Based on the motor performance observed, bit vibration 
would be expected to significantly exceed the vibrations 
generated by the small motors tested. 
Further work is needed to develop meaningful dynamic 
transfer functions and coherency functions to  
characterize the relationship between pulsation, and 
vibration. 
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